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Chebyshev was the first mathematician to publish fundamental results in 
rational approximation. Chebyshev’s results appeared much prior to the 
publication of the Weierstrass approximation theorem. Even though rational 
approximation is as old as polynomial approximation, not much is known 
about it. Developing methods to obtain error estimates for approximation by 
rational functions of a given degree is much more difficult than the corre- 
sponding polynomial case. Very recently some new powerful methods have 
been developed. For finite intervals, the credit should go to GonEar [13h, i] 
and Newman [17a, d, e], For infinite intervals, most of the credit should go 
to ErdGs and Newman. A forthcoming paper of Newman and Reddy [I711 
will discuss these methods and their scope. 
We divide this article into three sections. Section 1 deals mainly with finite 
intervals. In this connection we also refer the interested reader to the excellent 
article of GonCar [I 3j]. Section 2 is concerned with results on infinite intervals. 
In Section 3 we propose a series of open problems. Some of these are very 
difficult and present availablemethods are hopeless to attack them successfully. 
DEFINITION. Let f(x) be a real function, continuous on [0, co) and with 
no zero there. Then set 
x 
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where r,,, ,R denotes the class of all rational functions of the form Y,,,,,,(X) 
P,,(x)/&(x); P,,* and Qn represent real polynomials of degrees at most nr 
and n, respectively. 7~, denotes the class of real polynomials of degree at 
most n. TV,* denotes the class of all real polynomials of degree at most k 
having only nonnegative coefficients (1 s< k < n). 
Let r > 0, s > 1. Then ((r, s) denotes the unique open ellipse in the 
complex plane with foci at x = 0 and x z= r whose semimajor and semi- 
minor axes a and b satisfy b/cc --~: (9 - I)/(.? t 1). 
If F(z) is an entire function, we denote 
As usual, the order p of an entire function F(z) is 
lim sup 
log log M(r) 
r-cc log r 
If 0 < p < to, then the type r and the lower type w (0 < w ,< T < CD) of 
F(z) are given by 
lim “P log M(r) = T 
T-,X inf r* w’ 
Cl 9 c2 9 c3 ,.'., Cl0 ,..', c20 are positive constants which may be different on 
different occasions. 
1 
According to a well-known result of Bernstein [4a] there is a polynomial 
P*(x) of degree at most n such that 
j; / x - ~*wIr,l-l.ll < cl/n. (2) 
Further, he has established that for every polynomial P(x) of degree at most n, 
! 1 .Y I ~ P(x)J~L,[-l,l, >: C&l. (3) 
In 1964, Newman [I 7a] established the following remarkable result. 
For every II 2 4 there is a rational function r(x) of degree at most II for 
which 
~j I .Y 1 ~- r(xjiL,[ml,lj < 3e-““‘. (4) 
On the other hand, he has shown that for every rational function r(x) of 
degree at most n 2 4, 
j i s / - r(~)ll~,~.~~,~, > &-gn”2. (5) 
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Soon after the publication of these results several Hungarian and Soviet 
mathematicians published work extending and improving the latter. In these 
investigations Newman’s method played a very significant role. 
GonCar [13h] has derived Newman’s result in a much sharper form from 
an earlier result of Zolotarev. It is interesting to note that Zolotarev’s result 
was published in 1877, 8 years prior to the publication of the Weierstrass 
approximation theorem. GonEar’s theorem reads as follows: 
e-(n2~‘~+,)?z~‘~ < R,(l x 1) < e-u~/w~~1’2, n 3 n,(E). (6) 
Later on, by a more refined technique, Bulanov [7a], working under the 
supervision of Dolzenko, established: 
More precisely, for n = 0, 1, 2, 3 ,... and any M > 0, 
and 
R,(( x 1) > e-v(n+1)“2 
R,(I x I) < e-n(nP'%4hH, 
where d(n) = O(n-“’ /t4&‘+l)). 
Recently VjaEeslavov [28] sharpened (7) as follows: 
(7) 
&(I x 1) < Ane-n(n)“2, 
where A is an absolute constant. 
(8) 
In [17d] it has been shown that xliz can be approximated on [0, l] by 
rational functions of degree n having real nonnegative coefficients with an 
error <3e-2n”2. Now it is natural to ask how close can (1 - x)lj2 be 
approximated on [0, l] by rational functions of degree n having real non- 
negative coefficients. In this connectoin Reddy [17r] proved the following: 
For all n 3 2, 
Let p(x) and q(x) be polynomials of degrees at most n having only real, 
nonnegative coefficients; then 
It is interesting to know how close 1 x I can be approximated on [-1, l] 
by reciprocals of polynomials of degree <n. In this connection Lungu [15] 
has obtained the following: 
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For every polynomial P(x) of degree at most n, 
Newman and Reddy [17h] have proved that there is a polynomial P*(X) 
of degree at most n for which 
It will be of interest to obtain similar results on approximatoin to 1 x ! 
on [ -1, l] by rational functions of the form Pw,/Qn . It is also worth investi- 
gating whether one can deduce the theorems of Bernstein, Newman, Lungu, 
and Newman and Reddy from a single result. If this can be done, it will be 
a spectacular achievement. 
The following generalization of Newman’s result is due to Szusz and 
Turan 126~1: If f is piecewise analytic on [a, b], then R,,n(f) < e-c(n)“‘, 
c =-: cf > 0, n 3 1. ConCar [13h] proved the following converse result: Iff is 
piecewise infinitely differentiable (or, in particular, piecewise analytic) on rl 
and if R,(f) < ~~a(~)“’ for some sequence n - ni t 00 as i 7 03, where 
A, ----f co as n --f co, then f is infinitely diflerentiable (or analytic) on A. 
The following results are also due to Szusz and Turan [26a,b]: 
(i) For any function which is convex and belongs to Lip 1 on [ -- 1, 11, 
and for n = 1, 2,..., one can find a suitable rational function of the form 
P,/Qn for which 
where A is a positive constant. 
(ii) If f(t) is a k-times differentiable function for which f’“‘(t) 
(-1 < t < 1) is convex and satisfies a Lipschitz condition, then there 
exists a rational function r(t) of degree <n for which on (- 1, 1) 
Freud [12a/c,d] has improved some of the above results. 
The following result is due to Bulanov [7b]. 
The smallest deviation R&,(f) of a continuous convex function f(x) 
(x E [a, b], - cc < a < b < 03) from rational functions of degree at most N 
satisfies the inequality 
RN(f) -: CMN-‘(log N)‘. N 2, 3, 4,..., 
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where C is an absolute constant and M is the maximum modulus off(x) on 
La, bl. 
Recently Abdugapparov [lb] has established the following: 
If f(p)(x) ( p > 1) is continuous and convex on [0, I], then we have there 
R,(f) < C,M,n-P-3 log3 n, n = 2, 3, 4 ,..., 
where C, depends only on p and iI4, = MaxoG,dr /f(p)(x)l. 
A similar result was obtained earlier by Freud [12a], under an additional 
condition concerning the modulus of continuity off(p)(x). 
Freud and Szabados have obtained several interesting results. We mention 
here one of them from [12g]. 
Let f(x) be a real continuous function on [0, I] and let 
Further, let 
1 f(x)1 <, M (0 < x < 1). 
0 _ f(O) < ((1) < . . . < p(n)) - 1 n n ?a -9 6, = l<glln) @“’ - p--l)) \\ 
(n = 2, 4, 6 ,... ). 
If there are polynomials pi’)(x) of degree <n for which 
[,, = max max 
1 <k<s(n) E~k-“<X<~~k’ 
I f(x) - p~Yx)l f 0 (n = 2, 4, 6,...) 
tends to 0 as it -+ co, then for all N > some N,, there exists a rational 
function RN(x) of degree <N for which 
where n is the greatest even number satisfying the inequality 
s(n)(3n + in - 1) < N, with nz = [ log2 
The following result is due to Popov [lSa]. Letfbe a real function whose 
rth derivative is of bounded variation in [0, 11. Then for every positive 
integer k, 
k times 
&(f, P, 11) e G,, 
Vol(f”‘) log log ... log n 
nTf1 3 
where C,,, is a constant depending only on k and r, and Vol( f (*)) denotes the 
total variation of f (99 on [0, 11. This result improves an earlier one by 
Freud [12a]. Quite recently, Popov has succeeded in replacing (log 
1% ..* log n) by a constant. 
640/22/1-5 
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The following result is due to Freud [12a]. Iffc Lip a for some LX -.. 0 and 
f is of bounded variation, then R,(f) =m O(n-r log’ H). 
It is interesting to know how the rate of decrease of the error R,,(f) is 
related to the structural properties of the function f. In this connection 
GonEar has obtained several interesting results. 
The following are from GonCar [I 3a]: 
(i) If 
Ryt(J; [a, b]) < W--~, 6 > 0, 
then f is differentiable almost everywhere on [a, b]. 
(ii) If 
R,(J; [a, b]) < u-A-~, 6 > 0, (9) 
where k :;> 0 is an integer, then f possesses an asymptotic kth derivative 
almost everywhere on [a, b]. 
In [9b] Dolienko observed that (9) guarantees the existence, almost 
everywhere on [a, b], of not only an asymptotic kth derivative, but also a 
kth derivative in the sense of Peano (local differential of the kth order) 
of the function f. 
The following interesting result is also due to Dolzenko [gal: 
(i) If 
then f is absolutely continuous on the interval [a, 61. 
(ii) For any sequence of constants a, > 0 with C a, = co, there 
exists a real function f with R,(f, [a, b]) < a, which is absolutely continuous 
on [a, b] but does not possess almost everywhere there an asymptotic 
derivative. 
Tt is obvious that R,(f, [a, b]) < &(f, [a, b]). It is also known that there 
exist functions .f for which R,(f, [a, b]) decreases to zero very fast while 
&(f, [a, b]) tends to zero much slower. One obvious example isf(x) = / x 1, 
a = -1, b = 1. Now it is natural to ask whether there exist functions f for 
which 
Uf, ia, bl) = -US, [a, bl). 
In this connection Dolienko [9f] has established the following: There exists 
a function f such that 
&,(f, [a> bl) = &,U Ia> bl) 
for an infinite number of indices nL . 
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Finally, we mention one of the significant results of GonEar [13i]. Let f 
be continuous on [0, I] and let w(6) be the modulus of continuity offthere. 
Let us assume that in the circle D = {x: 1 x - 1 / < 1} there exists a bounded 
analytic function which coincides withf on [0, 1). Then 
Mf; P. 11) == WA Pn =7 1 jl;lfiL [ten/t $ w(e-")I. 
By using (4) and (5), Freud [12b] has shown that for each n 3 4 there is a 
rational function r*(x) of degree at most n for which 
while for every rational function u(x) of degree at most it, 
iS1 
/I ___ - u(x) I 1 + 2 I! 
3 ,p,(nP* 
L,(--u;.s) 
Quite recently Erdiis and Reddy [lOc] have shown that every positive 
continuous function/on [0, co), with lime+mf(x) = 0, can be approximated 
uniformly by reciprocals of Mtintz polynomials on [0, co). Hence, it is natural 
to ask how close / x I/(1 + x2) can be approximated on (- co, co) by 
reciprocals of polynomials. In this connection Newman and Reddy [17h] 
have proved the following: There is a polynomial P*(x) of degree at most n 
for which 
and for every polynomial P(x) of degree at most n - 2; 
II 
ix/ ~ -- & jlL 1 + x2 2 5 * m (- m.m ) 
(12) 
(13) 
By comparing (10) and (13) one sees that rational functions of degree n 
give much less error than the reciprocals of polynomials of degree <n in 
approximating 1 x l/(1 + x2) on (- co, co). We will see shortly that this is 
not the case in general. 
Chebyshev showed in 1858 that xn+r can be uniformly approximated on 
[-1, l] by polynomials of degree at most n with an error of exactly 2-“. In 
fact Chebyshev polynomials originated with this beautiful result. Later on 
Chebyshev’s student Zolotarev [16a, p. 411 extended the above result of 
Chebyshev as follows. The best uniform approximation of xn+l - UP 
(0 < cr < (n + 1) tan2[7r/(2n $- 2)]) on [-I, l] by polynomials of degree 
at most (n - 1) gives an error of 2-“(1 + (u/(n + l)))“+l. For u = 0 we get 
above result of Chebyshev. Erdijs and Szegij [lOk, p. 4671 proved Zolotarev’s 
result by a different method. 
Recently we have shown [17m] that xn+l can be approximated on [0, l] 
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by reciprocals of polynomials of degree II with an error (:)‘I but not better 
than (12)~“. 
Recently I have conjectured that s” r1 can be approximated by rational 
functions of degree at most II with an error ~24~~~. Newman [17e] has proved 
by a very simple and ingenious method the following. Let S and n be positive 
integers. Then: (i) There is a real polynomial P(x) of degree -in and a real 
polynomial, q(x), of degree 2s such that, throughout [ - 1, I], 
(14) 
(ii) If P(x) is a real polynomial of degree <H and q(x) a real polynomial 
of degree <2S, then somewhere in [ - 1, 11, 
By adopting a different approach the above estimates (14) and (15) of 
Newman have been strengthened by Reddy. 
Recently I have noted that the above results of Newman have been 
obtained for certain special cases by Achieser [2, p. 2791. In fact, by adopting 
a technique of Chebyshev, Achieser proved the following: 
Let a, # 0, a, , a2 ,..., a,, be given real numbers. Then for every N > n, 
min max aOxN + alXN-l .,. . . . i a7LxN-n 
Pi,Qi -1 <x<l 2 2” 
qox 
N-1 - q1xN-2 1. . . . + qn-l 
1 XI -~ - 
poxn + ... f pn 2N-1 ' 
where h is a zero of minimal absolute value of the polynomial 
cn - x c,-1 ‘.’ Cl CO 
G-1 cne2 - h ..’ co 0 
CT&-2 
. . . : 0 
Cl co 
. . . --A 0 
CO 0 1.. 0 -A 
with c, = Cizo Lm’21 am-2i(N-‘~+2*), m = 0, 1, 2 ,,.., fl. 
Reddy [19j] has extended the above results of Chebyshev, Zolotarev, 
and Newman as follows: 
Let a be a real number, j CJ I f 1. Then for every real polynomials P(x) 
and Q(x) of degrees at most (n - 1) and 2m, respectively, we have 
II x*+l - CL-P  3 11 [- , 2 (2n; L-i,; ;!I,+, , 
/I Xn+l  x” - &;;.,: i? (2 m + 2);2e)2m+n+l - 
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Given a real constant CJ and positive integers m, n, there exist real 
polynomials P(x) of degree <n and Q(x) of degree 2m such that 
II 
P(x) I yw - &pi1 - __ < (1 + I 0 I) PL 
Q(x) I~,t--l.ll ' m + n - 2 ' 
( 111 1 
Let 0 < a < b, n > 1. Then xzn can be approximated uniformly in the 
intervals [-b, -a], [a, b] by polynomials of degree at most 2n - 2 with an 
error 2-(2n-1)(b2 - a ) . 2n Also, for every polynomail P2,(x) we have for these 
intervals 
/I x2n’-1 - P,,,(x)11 3 a(b2 - n2)n 2-2n+1. 
Similarly there is a polynomial P*(x) of degree at most 2n for which, on 
these intervals, 
11 x2n+1 - P*(x)11 < b(b2 - u2)n 2-2”+1. 
Further, there is a rational function of the form P2,+2(x)/Q4s(x) for which, 
on the intervals, (s = 1, n > 4) 
<; 2-zn+lf(a, b, n)(b2 - a2)n+2 (12 + 2)-l 
where 
f(a, b, n) = (2(n + 1)(b2 + .2)2 - (b2 - a”) - 8(b” + a2)b2 + ;$)-I. 
While for every rational function of that form, we have there 
Let pzne2(x) and qzn&x) = CF=i” b,x”‘, b,( ;L 0 (k > 0), be any even 
polynomials of degrees at most 2n - 2. Then, on [ ~ I, I], 
h-2(X) /I x2’& - ~-- j 
q2n-2(x) 
j > 2--2,1+1. 
I ’ 
Remark. According to Chebyshev’s result x2’l can be approximated 
uniformly by polynomials of degree 2n - 2 on [ - 1, l] with an error 2-““+l. 
Hence the best approximating rational function of the form P2n-2(x)/Q2n-s(x) 
with Q(X) having only nonnegative coefficients is identical to the best 
approximating polynomial of degree 2n - 2. 
Let p(x) and q(x) be real polynomials of degrees at most m 2 1. Then if 
m < 24 we have on [-1, 11, 
/I X2n _ a& ~j > 2-l . e-2n(2nln)“r. 
It will be interesting to know how close s” ‘I can be approximated by 
polynomials of degree n having only nonnegative real coefficients. In this 
connection Newman and Reddy [17k] have proved the following: 
If P,,(x) --: d.r”. 1 .:I k c n, d ‘, 0. and satisfies the assumption 
,](I _ (/) (,1 ~~ ~)(/+)“!“U :.I (/I, OJ- J,). 
then PI,(x) is the best uniformly approximating polynomial of degree k to .r” 
on [0, I]. In fact we have 
We consider now the approximation of ?. It is well known that from the 
results of Bernstein we get the following: 
There is a polynomial P*(x) of degree at most n for which, on [-I, I], 
1~ eL -- P*(x)1 c 21L(,l ; ,)! . 
But for every polynomial P(x) of degree -& we have, somewhere in [ - 1, I 1, 
e,E -- P(x)] > ’ 
e2”(tz i- I)! ’ 
Recently Newman [ 17~1 proved the following: 
There is a rational function of the form P?,l(x)/Qn(~) for which 
Newman and Reddy [ 17j] have obtained: 
Let P(x) and Q(X) be real polynomials of degrees at most nz and II, 
respectively. Then 
Now we mention an interesting result of Somorjai [24]: Let f(x) be a real 
continuous function defined on [0, 11. Let A,, A?, A, ,..., be an infinite 
sequence of real numbers with A, ----f co. Then for n = 1, 2 ,..., there are real 
sequences {c$‘}~=~ and (b’,“)}i=, for which 
Recently Bak [3a], and Bak and Newman [3a’] have improved the last 
result significantly. 
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2 
Now we consider approximation on the positive real axis. The following 
result is due to Meinardus et al. [ 16b] : 
Let f(x) be a positive continuous function on [0, + co), and assume that 
there exists a sequence of polynomials {P,(x)}~=~ and a number q > 1 
such that 
Then there exists an entire function F(z) of finite order with F(x) = f(x) 
for all x >, 0. In addition, for every s > 1, there exist constants K = 
K(s, q) > 0, 8 = e(s, q) > 1, and r,, = r&, q) :> 0 such that 
for all r 3 r. . 
If, for each s > 1, 
0(s) = lim sup I 
log KG-, s> 
r+co i ‘og!lfll~.,ro.rl . 
when f is unbounded and g(s) == 1 otherwise, then the order of F is 
log J(s) 
G % log[& + $(s + I/s)] 1? 1 
and this upper bound is in general best possible. 
The following result is due to Reddy and Shisha [19t]. 
Let f(x) be a positive continuous function defined on [0, + co). If there 
exists a sequence of polynomials {qn(x)}~e,o whose coefficients are 30, 
with all qn(0) > 0 such that 
then f(x) is the restriction to [0, co) of an entire function Cz=‘=, akzk with all 
ilk 3 0. 
Let f(x) be any nonvanishing real continuous function defined on [0, co). 
If there exists a sequence of real polynomials qn(x) of the form C& ar)xpk, 
where 0 = pcLo < p1 < p2 < ..., and CT=‘=, l/pk < co, with 
then f(x) is the restriction to [0, 03) of an entire function. This result is due 
to Erdijs and Reddy [IOi]. 
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Schiinhage [22] has shown that CA can be approximated on (0, co) by 
reciprocals of polynomials of degree n roughly like 33’“; this improves an 
earlier result of Cody et al. [S]. Newman and Reddy have shown that these 
polynomials must be zero free on [0, --en] for each E > 0 satisfying 
(1 + S(E)~/~) < log 3. In [16c] Meinardus and Varga have proved: Let 
f(z) = Cf,, ukzk, a, > 0 (k > l), a, > 0, be an entire function of order p 
(0 < p < co) satisfying the further assumption that 
Then 
(16) 
In [19b] Reddy has succeeded in replacing lim sup by lim inf in (16). The 
following is due to Meinardas et al. [16b]: 
Let F(z) = x:,“=, akzk be an entire function with a, > 0 and ak > 0 for 
all k 3 1. If there exist A > 0, s > 1, 0 > 0, and r, > 0 such that 
J$-, s> G 4Yll~,r~,d)~ for all r > r. , 
then there exist a sequence (P,(x)}~~,, q 3 s1/(l’m8) > 1 such that 
(*I 
(17) 
Remark. If f(z) = z,“=, a,z”, a, > 0, a, > 0 (k 3 l), is an entire 
function of finite positive-order, type and lower type, then obviously (*) is 
valid; hence (17) holds. 
By adopting a very simple approach Reddy [ 19g] has proved the following: 
Let f (z) = z:,“=, ukzk, a, > 0, a h > 0 (k > I), be an entire function of order 
p (0 < p < co), type 7 and lower type w (0 < w < 7 < co). Then for all 
large n 
On the other hand Reddy [19dJ has proved that under the same conditions, 
for every polynomial P(X) of degree at most PZ (sufficiently large), 
Newman [17b] considered the approximation of e+ on [0, co) by general 
rational functions and proved the following: 
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Let P(x) and Q(x) be real polynomials of degree at most (n - 1). Then 
there is a point x in [0, co) for which 
em5 -- $J / > (1280)-7”. 
If we restrict P(X) and Q(x) to have only nonnegative coefficients, then we 
have (cf. [lOa]) 
The following results are due to Reddy [19k]. 
Let f(z) = z,“=, a&, a, > 0, a, 3 0 (k 3 l), be an entire function of 
order p (1 < p < co), type 7 and lower type w (0 < w < T < co). Then 
there is a positive constant c such that for every real polynomials P(x), Q(x) 
whose respective degrees m, n are sufficiently large, 
II 
Ce-[~0.3bn+(0.7)n]wJ-~ 
-- ~ it\, - $i ~ir,lo,mj 3 8yj”(77)“/~ u-71:~ * 
Also there is c1 > 0 such that, for every E > 0, ~(0 < p < 1) we have for 
every P(X), Q(x) as above, 
where AD = [0.3m $- 0.7n][w[l + l )]-I. 
The following result is due to Erdijs and Reddy [lOj]. 
Let f(z) = Zzzo ukzk, a, > 0, a, 3 0 (k 3 l), be an entire function, 
satisfying 
1 < liy+;up 
log log M(r) 
log log r 
=A+I<cc 
and 
lim T”P log M(r) _ TZ 
1+i0 mf (log r)‘l+l wL (0 < WI < 7-2 < CO). 
Then for every rational function of the form P,(x)/Q,(x), we have 
,L-1-A-’ 
“?inf Pn(x) & - Qn(x) Lmro.m) II I 2 G, 
where 
G = exp /-(&)l’n[Tz - 1 + (s)““‘+‘)]/. 
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By using a lemma of GonEarPNewman-Zolotare\, [13j, p. 450-4511, 
Reddy [19h] proved the following: 
Let f(z) -== Cz=, a,?, o,, ’ 0. 0,, 0 (k .iz I), be an entire function. Let 
constants k (0 < k <: l), c ( ‘I), and E (--PO) be such that, with 0 = 1 ~~~ E A- 
+og c)-l,l(log k-l), we have 
WC 1-- K)r) Y. (M(( I -- K)r))d, c**> 
for all large Y. Then, for all large n, if P(X) and Q(X) are real polynomials 
of degree at most n, 
of finite, positive order, type and lower type, then Remark. lf f(z) is 
clearly (* *) holds. 
Given an arbitrary entire function f(z) y-z: C,“_, a&‘, with a0 > 0 and 
a,; 3 0 (k 2 I), how close can l/f(~) be approximated by reciprocals of 
polynomials of degree <n on [0, co)? Erdiis and Reddy [ 1 Od,f] have answered 
this as follows: For each E >, 0 there exist infinitely many IZ such that for a 
proper P, , 
The following result is also due to Erdos and Reddy [IOe]. Letf(z) = I r 
C;zm=l zk144 ... dJc, d,,, > dk > 0, k = 1, 2, 3 ,..., be an entire function of 
order p < 1 and regular growth. Then for any E :- 0, we have for all large n. 
The following result is due to Meinardus et al. [ I6bJ: Letf(z) =:= zF=‘_, CI,,?, 




Further, (Reddy [ 19a,e]): 
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The following result is due to Reddy [19f]. Let f(z) = I,“=, ukzk, a, > 0, 
a, > 0 (k > l), be an entire function of zero order satisfying 
0 < A < lim inf 
log log M(u) _ 
n .m log log r-- I’. x. 
Then there exists a sequence {P,(x)}~.=~ for which 
Erdijs and Reddy [lOe] have established the following: Let f(z) = 
CL a&, a, > 0, ak: 2 0 (k 3 1). be an entire function for which 
0 < (1 < co. Then for each l > 0, 
Turning to the particular casef(x) == P”, Freud et al. [12e] have obtained: 
For every real polynomial P(x) of degree n, 
II e-1x1 
1 -- II w L,(-n.s) >c’o, n 
and there is a polynomial P*(x) of degree n for which 
(18) 
They have shown that there is a rational function r*(x) of degree it for which 
/i e-l”1 - r*(x)llI~m(~~~n~ < eprm(“)“‘, (20) 
and for every rational function r(x) of degree n, 
I/ e-l21 - r(x)llLm(-n.z:) > e -t”&P’~ (21) 
In [I901 Reddy has established: Let 0 < nil < ag < cy3 < ... < 01, be even 
integers, satisfying CQ - aik-i ;Z k. Then for all n 3 2, 
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In [12e] one can find extensions of (18)-(21) to a whole class of entire 
functions. Erdds et al. [lob] by developing some new techniques have 
established: There is a real polynomial P*(X) of degree II for which 
while for every real polynomial P(X) of degree II, 
On the other hand, it is easy to see that ~e-~ can be approximated on [0, co) 
by rational functions Y(X) of degree at most n with an error <S” (0 < 6 < 1). 
In the same paper Erdiis et al. have obtained: There is a real polynomial P*(s) 
of degree at most n which, 
while for every E > 0, every P,,(X) with n sufficiently large satisfies 
1 I; (1 I X) e-” -- __ 
II PC-u) L,[O.d 
> e-(2&3u+r)~ 
/' 
Again, (1 + x) e+ can be approximated on [0, co) by rational functions of 
degree <n with an error <LX” (0 < oi < 1). An extension of these results 
will be found in [lob]. 
Because of the above investigations, it is natural to ask, how close can 
; x 1 e-l”1 be approximated by reciprocals of polynomials on (-- co, co). 
Newman and Reddy [17g] have proved: There is a real polynomial P*(x) 
of degree n for which 
while for every such polynomial P(x), 
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There is a rational function r*(x) of degree it for which 
while for every such rational function Y(X), 
II I x I e+ -- 44/L,(--m,m) 2 e -c,,W’~ 
It is interesting to note that from (14) and (IS) one can derive easily that 
Ii+& {h,,,[(l + x)-“I}“” = (27))‘. 
D. J. Newman has proved that lim,,,(h,,,(l + x)-~}lin = 4/27, a conjecture 
of A. R. Reddy (see also [lob]). 
Now we consider approximations by rational functions having zeros and 
poles only on the negative real axis. 
Let s be a set of real numbers and denote by R, the set of all rational 
functions having all zeros and poles in s. Also let C[a, b] denote the space of 
real continuous functions on [a, b] equipped with the sup-norm on [a, b]. 
Newman [17f] has proved that if s is dense in [a, b] and, for some E > 0, 
s - [a - E, b + E] is infinite, then R, is dense in C[a, b]. 
The follwoing result is due to Newman and Reddy [17i]: There is a real 
polynomial P(x) of degree at most n having zeros only on the negative real 
axis for which, for all n 3 2, 
/le-” - -q ’ I 
0 P(x> ‘L,[O.rn) * G ’ 
while for every real polynomial P(x) of degree n > 2, 
!I 




a---* 1 7e2n 
In [17i] it has been shown further that there is a rational function r*(x) of 
degree n having zeros and poles only on the negative real axis for which, 
for all large n, 
I/ e-” - ~*‘(x)II~,[~,~) < n-c2’10g la. 
On the other hand, for every rational function r(x) of degree n having zeros 
and poles only on the negative real axis, 
)I e-” - r(xjllLm[,,,) 2 ec6(n)“‘. 
In [21] Sail’ rf ~1. have obtained the following: There is a rational I‘unct~on 
T(S) of degree at most 11 haking all its poles on the negative real aui\ such thaw 
iim sup { t’ ’ r(.~).~,,-[~~ ,)I’ ” _ i, ,, (7. 
The following results are also from Newman and Reddy [l?i]. (i) There is a 
real polynomial P(.Y) of degree at most n (: 2) having zeros only in the left- 
half plane for which. 
(It is easy to replace II 2 by 4~ .’ by using 1 -+- x + (x”j2!) + (x3/3 !) ..- (.?,4!) 
instead of 1 + x -.~~ (x2/2!) in the proof [17i, Theorem 31.) (ii) For every 
rational function r(.u) of degree at most II > 2, having zeros and poles only 
in the left-half plane, 
L’ ,’ -~ r(x)~,~,[o,o) :,‘ e 
m.5,r?!” . 
The following results are from ErdGs et al. [lOa]: (i) Let p(s) be a real 
polynomial of degree at most II 3 2 having only real negative zeros. Then 
(ii) Let -f(z) - XT=, ak?, N" -.. 0, ak >: 0 (k 3 l), be an 
function. Then there is a real polynomial p(x) of degree at most 
for which 
entire 
I1 :-,: 2, 
(iii) Let 0 :: N,, < u1 .:, a2 be given. Let .f(s) be a continuous, non- 
vanishing and monotonic increasing function on [0, co). Then there exists a 
sequence {PZ,(x)j~~~O for which 
rt\-, l I P,,(.u) -< +, ) I7 =~ 0, 1 ) 2 ,... . 
(iv) Let p(x) and q(x) be real polynomials of degrees at most n. 
I 
p(x) .._ (e - 1)” e-4n2-in 
e-z - -- 
q(x) ;; n(3 $ 2(2))n-l ’ x = 0, 1) 2 )... . 
The following are from Reddy ([19i], Theorems 1, 2): (a) Let f(z) = 
CL akzk, a,, > 0, ak > 0 (k 2 I), be an entire function of order p = 2, 
type T, and lower type w (l/25 .< w < T < 03) or of order p (2 < p < co), 
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type 7, and lower type w (0 < w < 7 < co). Then it is not possible to find 
for n = 0, 1,2,... exponential polynomials xr=“=, Wn)eke (We) 3 0) for which 
(b) Let f(z) = C,“=, a,~“‘, a, 2 0, a, > 0 (k 3 l), be an entire 
function of order p (1 < p <: co), type 7, and lower type w (0 < w < 
T < a). Let 4(z) be a transcendental entire function with nonnegative real 
coefficients satisfying 
0 ( linl log Md(r) = 0 < 1, 
r ‘co (log r)” 
Then for every g,(x) = Cz=, bJc’“)($(k)}“‘, with all bp) > 0, we have 
3 
Open Problems 
Q-1. Do there exist rational functions r,(x) of degree at most n for 
which 
II e-” ~ rv(x/jL,[O,a;) < 4-n? 
4.2. Using polynomials pll(x) of degree at most r~, having only non- 
negative real coefficients, how small can one make 
!I 
1 
e-” -- 723 II ? L,lO,Z) 
4.3. Do there exist rational functions of degree at most n having zeros 
and poles only on the negative real axis and a positive constant c for which 
4.4. How close can e-“’ be approximated uniformly on [0, co) by 
rational functions of degree n having zeros and poles only on the negative 
real axis? 
Q.5. How close can e-“’ be approximated by rational functions of 
degree n on (0, 1,2,...}? 
1 Note added in proof. Recently I have extended several of the above results concerning 
) x I and xn to the case of several real variables. For example I have shown that X~I x 
gnZ . . . x$, where each X, lies in f-b, -a] U [a, b], can be approximated there by a 
pblynomial P(xl , x9 , .*a xk) of total degree not exceeding 2 d,, n, - 2 = N, with 
maximal error equal to 2-N+2-k(b2 - az)(N+z)lz. Further, I have shown that the error 
obtained by rational functions in several variables is less than the error obtained by the 
corresponding polynomial. 
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Q.6. Is it possible to approximate .x~“+~ on [- 1, l] by the ratio of two 
monotonic polynomials of degree at most IZ with an error ~(2 1 c)-~, for 
an 6 1’ 0 ? 
4.7. Is it possible to approximate xn on [0, I] by reciprocals of real 
polynomials of degree at most n with an error ~4-“? 
Q.8. Obtain error bounds for the approximation of .xn on [ - 1, 11 by 
rational functions of the form PJQm. , where 0 ,< k .< n - 2, m 3 0. 
Q.9. Obtain error bounds for the approximation of / x 1 on [ -1, l] 
by rational functions of the form PJQm , k # m. 
Q.10. Do there exist rational functions T,(X) of degree n and a constant 
c > 0 for which 
X 
/I I .Y log(1 i- x) 
c 7 .- r,(.$ /~r,[o,m) :I_ ~ 11 log I1 . 
Q. 11. Do there exist real polynomials p(x) of degree at most II and a 
constant c Y 0, for which 
T ~-- 1
II e’ 
1 I clogn 7 
e2n P&) Ir,ro.d 
<-- 
n2 ’ 
4.12. Find error bounds for the approximation (I $ i s I)/e’J on 
(- co, co) by reciprocals of real polynomials of degree <n. 
Q.13. Find error bounds for the approximation of (1 + xn*l)-l on 
[O, co) by rational functions of degree it. 
Q.14. Find error bounds for the approximation of c’:’ on [ -1, l] by 
rational functions of degree n. 
Q.15. How close can eZ1” be approximated on [0, l] by rational 
functions of degree n having zeros and poles only on the negative real 
axis? 
4.16. How close can eX1” be approximated on [0, l] by rational 
functions of degree n having only real, nonnegative coefficients? 
4.17. How close can e”“’ be approximated on [0, l] by reciprocals 
of monotonic polynomials of degree n? 
Q.18. Letf(z) = CF=‘=, aLzk, aK > 0 for all k 2 0, be an entire function 
of perfectly regular growth. Is it true that At!: * 6, 0 < 6 < 1 ? 
Q.19. Let f(x) be a real continuous function on [0, co), and suppose 
there exists a sequence {Pn(~)}~Zt)=o for which 
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Is it true that for every sequence {T,(X)} of rational functions of degree n 
there is a positive constant for which 
4.20. How close can x’l-~l be approximated on [0, l] by rational 
functions of degree n having zeros and poles only on the negative real axis? 
4.21. Is it possible to approximate &” on [0, 1 J by rational functions 
of degree n having only nonnegative real coefficients with an error better 
than 0( 1 /n) ? 
Q.22. Is it possible to approximate e-,’ on [0, l] by polynomials of 
degree n having only real zeros better than 0( I/n) ? 
Q.23. Let f(z) = xz=, akzR, ak > 0 (k > 0), be an entire function of 
perfectly regular growth. Is it always true that the best rational approximation 
tofon [0, l] is much better than the best approximation there by polynomials 
of the same degree ? 
4.24. How close can eZ be approximated on [0, l] by monotonic 
polynomials of degree <n? 
Concluding Remarks 
I would like to explain here why I have stated such very special open 
problems. It is well known that the methods developed to get error bounds 
for the approximation of 1 x 1 on [ -1, I] by polynomials of degree n and by 
rational functions of degree n have been exploited significantly to solve more 
general problems. In the words of Bernstein [4b]: “As happens in all fields 
of mathematics, general theorems and methods arise and are developed 
always in an attempt to solve some specific problems.” Thus, even though 
the problems offered here are very special, the methods to be developed to 
solve them may be applicable to more general problems. Even today we do 
not know how close 1 + C,“=, (x”/k”) can be approximated uniformly on 
[-1, I] by rational functions of degree n. There are many problems like this 
which are easy to explain, but seem very hard to solve: Their solution may 
involve completely new methods, of great scope and power. 
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